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ZESTER/GRATER MUSTARD YELLOW
Serie: yellow Serie: Premium Classic
Order number: 0098399466231
Hersteller: Microplane

€24.95 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Zester/Grater mustard yellow"

Manufacturer: Microplane
Designation: Zester/Grater
Series: Premium Classic
Color: mustard yellow
Measurements: 32,5x3,5x3cm
Grating surface: 20,3x2,5 cm

- Photo-etched, long-lasting, ultra-sharp, stainless-steel blade- Made in USA
- Effortless grating for superior results
- Foods are precisely cut, without ripping or tearing
- The natural aroma is released to enhance flavour
- Loved by professional & hobby chefs for its precise and effortless grating
- Ergonomic soft touch- handle for comfort & anti-scratch plastic feet
- Easy storage: reusable protective cover (not dishwasher safe)
- Convenient cleaning: Simply rinse under running water & allow to drip dry
- Also dishwasher safe

The original, iconic Premium Classic Zester, characteristically long and narrow revolutionized grating due to its ultra-sharp, photo-
etched stainless-steel blade - made in USA. Featuring 400 micro-teeth, it is perfect for all citrus fruits, hard cheese, chocolate, ginger,
garlic, nutmeg, truffle, spices, nuts and more.
With no pressure, foods are precisely cut, not crushed. The aroma can unfold properly, and the flavour is enhanced. In addition, the
food glides smoothly and effortlessly across the etched surface, without the grated food sticking to the cutting edges.
This indispensable classic for all professional and hobby chefs delivers the fastest and most effective method of grating with its
powerful blade and produces a perfect result every time.
The ergonomic soft touch- grip ensures a secure hold and the rubber feet protect against scratches to the work surface.

Related links to "Zester/Grater mustard yellow"

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
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- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Microplane

https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=0098399466231
https://www.franzen.de/en/microplane/

